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[Piano intro] VLs on -1 trusses full spot, staight down in Red LX 1
[Guitar note] Tweak on Sharpies on -5 trusses, at CC and flyout/fadeout LX 2
   || When sharpies fade out, replace with finger VLs in Teal (starts many things)
[Synth beat] MPs flash in rows, in 4 sections, across rig
   || Change direction every 4 beats L-R, U-D, R-L, D-U 
[Cymbal ride] Cymbal ride is top VL intensity ramp rhythm

Verse 1
I was born in a thunderstorm
I grew up overnight
I played alone
I'm playing on my own
I survived Stop Synth beat effect LX 3

Flash top VLs on and off  with beeps (effect) LX 4

Verse 2 Resume synth beats in MPs Cymbal Ride resume LX 5
Hey-ey Sharpies random intens in yellow follow Keys (effect) <that too
I wanted everything I never had
Like the love that comes with light
I wore envy and I hated that
But I survived Stop Synth beat effect LX 6

Flash top VLs on and off  with beeps (effect) LX 7

COLOR CHANGE TO PALE BLUE FROM SL
Pre-Chorus Resume synth beats in MPs Cymbal Ride resume LX 8

[Richochet drum hits throughout verse] Inside sharpies through middle of  sphere BUMPS
I had a one-way ticket to a place where all the demons go flash on and fade out
Where the wind don't change
And nothing in the ground can ever grow
No hope, just lies
And you're taught to cry into your pillow
But I survived Stop Synth beat effect Top VLs, fade to 50, and pan in to SIA LX 9

RED AND WHITE
Chorus

I'm still breathing Outside Rig fade up in position 1 Snap out on cutoff  "breathing" LX 11
I'm still breathing Deck rig fade up in position 2 Snap out on cutoff  "breathing" LX 12
I'm still breathing Outside and deck fade up in position 3 Snap out on cutoff  "breathing" LX 13
I'm still breathing Outside in 4, Deck in 5 Snap out on cutoff  "breathing" LX 14
[Hit] Outside Rig snap, full, position 2 LX 15
[Hit] Arm sharpies snap full position 4 LX 16
[Hit] I'm alive Top VLs, snap RED "Alive" (duration) Out and Arms Fade pos 3 LX 17
I'm MPs push while Outside and Deck fade out LX 18

alive Outside pos 1 - 5 Arms 5 -2 LX 19
I'm MPs push while Outside and Deck fade out LX 20

alive Outside 4 - 2 Arms 3 - 1 LX 21
I'm MPs push while Outside and Deck fade out LX 22

alive Outside 3 - 5 Arms 1- 5 LX 23
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[Dropout w/ tone] RESET to Verse 2 look and effects, w/ new color

TEAL AND WHITE
Verse 3 Resume synth beats in MPs Cymbal Ride resume LX 31

[Richochet drum hits throughout verse] Inside sharpies through middle of  sphere BUMPS
I found solace in the strangest place Sharpies random intens in yellow follow Keys
Way in the back of  my mind
I saw my life in a stranger's face
And it was mine Stop Synth beat effect LX 32

Flash top VLs on and off  with beeps (effect) LX 33
[Richochet echo] Flash across MPs SL-SR LX 34

PALE BLUE FROM SR
Pre-Chorus Sharpies random intens in yellow follow Keys

I had a one-way ticket to a place where all the demons go
Where the wind don't change Stop rand yellow intens
And nothing in the ground can ever grow
No hope, just lies Sharpies random intens in yellow follow Keys
And you're taught to cry into your pillow
But I survived Stop effects Top VLs, fade to 50, and pan in to SIA LX 35
[Richochet echo] Flash across MPs SL-SR LX 34

RED AND TEAL AND YELLOW
Chorus Add Deck rig in yellow now

I'm still breathing Outside Rig fade up in position 1 Snap out on cutoff  "breathing" LX 41
I'm still breathing Deck rig fade up in position 2 Snap out on cutoff  "breathing" LX 42
I'm still breathing Outside and deck fade up in position 3 Snap out on cutoff  "breathing" LX 43
I'm still breathing Outside in 4, Deck in 5 Snap out on cutoff  "breathing" LX 44
[Hit] Outside Rig snap, full, position 2 LX 45
[Hit] Arm sharpies snap full position 4 LX 46
[Hit] I'm alive Top VLs, snap RED "Alive" (duration) Out and Arms Fade pos 3 LX 47
I'm MPs push while Outside and Deck fade out LX 48

alive Outside pos 1 - 5 Arms 5 -2 Deck 1-3 (duration) LX 49
I'm MPs push while Outside and Deck fade out LX 50

alive Outside 4 - 2 Arms 3 - 1 Deck 2-4 (duration) LX 51
I'm MPs push while Outside and Deck fade out LX 52

alive Outside 3 - 5 Arms 1- 5 Deck 5-1 (duration) LX 53
[Richochet echo] Flash across MPs SL-SR LX 54

All Sharpies point straight up in time of  0 and stay on
YELLOW
Transition MPs flash on tambourine, Color switch yell/org on bass beats LX 61

You took it all, but I'm still breathing Sharpies begin circle effect that gets bigger as we go LX 62
You took it all, but I'm still breathing
You took it all, but I'm still breathing Sharpies begin to tilt downward for rest of  transition LX 63
You took it all, but I'm still breathing
You took it all, but I'm still breathing
You took it all, but I'm still breathing
You took it all, but I'm still breathing
You took it all, but I'm still breathing Sharpies fade out (duration) LX 64
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YELLOW AND TEAL
Verse Build

[High tone keys notes] MPs rain down right from top to bottom, roughly in time LX 65
I have made every single mistake
That you could ever possibly make
I took and I took and I took what you gave
But you never noticed that I was in pain Slowly build Magic Blades LX 66

[Bass tones] Sharpies on inside of  rig, bump on and remain in jenky chunks LX 67
for remainder of  verse for duration tone  

I knew what I wanted; I went out and got it
Did all the things that you said that I wouldn't
I told you that I would never be forgotten
And all in spite of  you Sharpies out, Hold Mblades + Vl Tops Stop effects LX 68

[Guitar taps] Sharpies stay where they were for previous verse, and bump on and off LX 71
in time to beat with each note (3 at a time, inside and outside)

RED AND WHITE
Final Chorus

And I'm still breathing
I'm still breathing
I'm still breathing
I'm still breathing
I'm alive (You took it out, but I'm still breathing) -5 Sharpies, in red fade up then tilt up LX 72
(You took it out, but I'm still breathing) drop color, and stay put in white
I'm alive (You took it out, but I'm still breathing) Arm VLs fade up in yellow and drop LX 73
(You took it out, but I'm still breathing) color and stay put in white
I'm alive (You took it out, but I'm still breathing) Magic blades wander around then reach LX 74
(You took it out, but I'm still breathing) focus as VersaPix fade up in white
I'm alive Sharpie tops fade up tiled all the way LX 75

down in white, and reach all the way up
[HIT] Versa Pix SL Blue LX 81
[HIT ] Versa Pix SR Blue LX 82
[1 Sharpies off LX 83

, 2] VLs off LX 84
[TRI-] Sharpies 1/3 on in new position LX 85

[PEL-] Sharpies 2/3 on in new position LX 86
[ET] Sharpies 3/3 on in new position w/ MPs to full LX 87

I'm alive [4] Magic Blades P/T effect (the everything goes crazy cue) LX 88
Magic Panels pulse to beat
VLs crowd wander 
Sharpies flash off  in thirds 

[Strings cut off] Finger VLs bump back on on Sia in white as everything else cuts to black LX 89

[Pause for cheering because everyone loves this song]


